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ABOUT 

 

Coltcam is a leading provider of information technology solutions to the federal government and 

prime contractors.  Our infrastructure allows our customers to focus on their own business and 

mission priorities while lowering total cost of ownership.  What truly sets us apart is our 

extraordinary team of highly certified professionals who are committed to understanding our 

customer's current and long term needs.   

 

QUALITY 

 

Coltcam is committed to providing our customers the best prices available without jeopardizing 

quality and control.  Good management practices have developed into a state-of-the-art Quality 

Management System (QMS).  That system ensures Coltcam and our staff can deliver products 

and services that exceed our customer’s expectations. 

 

OUR MARKETS 

 

Coltcam has a nationwide sales and engineering team that specializes in selling to the federal 

government and prime contractors.  Coltcam is actively engaged as a prime contractor or as a 

sub-contractor.  These engagements represent a wide range of federal contracts and products.  

 Department of Defense  

 Intelligence 

 Civilian 

 Healthcare 

 Commercial  

 

SERVICES 

 

Coltcam’s service portfolio helps our customers manage costs, maintain up-to-date technology, 

and improve end-user productivity.  Our engineers free up the customer’s IT personnel and allow 

the customer to focus their own initiatives.     

 Systems Integration/Administration 

 Custom Configuration & Installation 

 Solutions Architecture 

 Virtualization  



 Consolidation  

 Identity & Access Management 

 Cyber Security 

 Multi-Level Security Solutions 

 Asset Tagging & Product Kitting 

 Just In Time Delivery 

 Laser Engraving & Embroidery 

 

STRATEGIC PARTNERS 

 

Coltcam has developed strategic partnerships with the leading technology manufacturers.  These 

relationships uniquely position us to provide our customers with technology solutions that best 

represent their needs and cost initiatives.   Coltcam represents over 1500 different manufacturers 

which gives our customers one point of contact for all their technology needs.    

 ACER 

 Cisco  

 Dell 

 HP 

 Hitachi 

 IBM 

 Intel 

 Microsoft 

 Panasonic 

 Seagate 

 Toshiba 

 Viewsonic 

 VMware 

 WD 

 Xerox 

 1500 Different Manufacturers Represented 

 

STOCKING WAREHOUSES 

 

Coltcam realizes that secure, quick and accurate delivery is key to both our success and our 

customer’s success.  Our customers have come to know their product will be shipped from the 

closest warehouses and in most cases, shipped the same day.  Our logistical systems were built 

with security, quality and cleanliness as the key fundamentals to the structure.        

 California 

 Florida 

 Georgia 

 Illinois 

 Indiana 



 New Jersey 

 Pennsylvania 

 Tennessee 

 Texas 

 

 

 

COMPANY DATA 

 

Corporate Office:  1130 N. Riverside Blvd. 

    Ste. 100 

    Norfolk, Ne. 68701 

 

Phone:   402-316-3379 

Fax:    402-316-3377 

Website:   www.coltcam.com 

 

Certifications:  Small 

    Minority 

    Woman-Owned 

    HUBZone 

 

Federal ID:   01-0859221 

Duns:    363563540 

Cage:    70XG7 

 

Payment Options:  Net Terms 

    Visa, American Express and Master-Card  

 

 

NAICS CODES  

 

334111 -  Electronic Computer Manufacturing  

334112 -  Computer Storage Device Manufacturing 

334118 -  Computer Terminal and Other Computer Peripheral Equip Manufacturing 

334210 -  Telephone Apparatus Manufacturing 

334290 -  Other Communications Equip Manufacturing 

334310 -  Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing  

334419 -  Other Electronic Component Manufacturing 

334613 -  Blank Magnetic and Optical Recording Media Manufacturing 

423420 -  Office Equipment Merchant Wholesalers 

423430 -  Computer & Computer Peripheral Equip. & Software Merchant Wholesalers 

http://www.coltcam.com/


423440 -  Other Commercial Equipment Merchant Wholesalers 

423490 -  Other Professional Equipment and Supplies Merchant Wholesalers  

443120 -  Computer and Software Stores 

541512 -  Computer Systems Design Services   

541513 -  Computer Facilities Management Services 

541519 -  Other Computer Related Services 

 

 

 

 

 

PAST EXPERIENCE 

 

US Army – 

Coltcam assisted in an urgent troop deployment.  We were asked to supply 575 Samsung smart 

phones, integrate firmware, upgrade the memory card and install a ruggedized, cabled case 

within 25-days.  Coltcam worked with Samsung and was able to get the product sourced and 

shipped within 10-days.  These phones are the soldier’s life-line back to his/her commander and 

act as a GPS tracking device.  The customer trusted Coltcam to meet the delivery requirement, 

work within their budget and deliver with perfect accuracy.  Everyone at Coltcam went the extra 

mile to make sure we achieved success and exceeded the customer’s expectations.   

 

US Department of Justice -   

Coltcam was the lead architect in designing and replacing infrastructure servers, desktops and 

notebooks.  Our task was to analyze their existing infrastructure and recommend the best course 

of action.  We had work within their budget, recognize their complex structure and keep focus on 

their future objectives.  The combination of Coltcam, the customer and the manufacturers 

allowed us to present cooperative and cost efficient proposal.  From that proposal Coltcam was 

given a contract to supply the infrastructure upgrades and add-on products.   

 

 

WHY COLTCAM? 

 

We know the customer has many options when sourcing their technology needs.  It is understood 

you must be extraordinary to separate yourself from others.  We have done just that with 

Coltcam.      

 

Coltcam’s owners have been in the technology industry since 1986 and have developed the 

industry’s best Quality Management System (QMS).  Our QMS is designed to assist our 

customers with quick, accurate and cost efficient transaction cycles.  We believe in a low cost 

transaction that doesn’t jeopardize the quality of the result.  Simply, we have the experience and 

the systems in place to make sure the customer gets the full benefit of their investment.   

 Experience -  In the industry since 1986 

 Nationwide Sales and Engineering Team 

 Nationwide Stocking Warehouses 



 Quick and Accurate Turnaround On All Quotes 

 Competitive Pricing  

 Partnerships With Leading Manufacturers 

 Over 1500 Different Manufacturers Represented 

 Certified -  Small, Minority, Woman-Owned 

 Ethical, Energetic, and Personable Staff 

 

 

 

 

MANUFACTURER BY CATEGORY 
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